DATE: September 17, 2013 (revision date)

SUBJECT: BOOM WARNING LABEL INSTALLATION

PART # Q1078048

RATING: ☒ ALERT (Safety Issue)

Directives:

☑ INFORMATION

☒ PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (Enhance Product)

Machine Model (s): All American & Ohio Locomotive Cranes

Serial Numbers: All

Summary: Warning Label to be installed on Booms at Bolt/Pin Connections.

Operational Impact:

- In a continuing effort to improve safety awareness we recommend that the following warning label be installed on all American & Ohio Locomotive Crane Booms.
- Always support Boom Sections properly during installation or removal.
- Consult your operator’s manual for proper instructions.
- Do not allow anyone to stand under Boom Sections during assembly or disassembly.
AOLCrane™ Product Support Bulletin No.35

**DANGER**

To avoid serious injury never allow anyone to stand on, in, or under boom sections during assembly or disassembly. Booms can fail when pins are removed if not properly supported by blocking, or if boom suspension ropes are not relocated as described in the operator's manual. Consult the operator’s manual for proper assembly and disassembly procedures. In the absence of proper instructions consult your AMERICAN CRANE dealer or the factory.

Do not deface or remove this label from the machine. Order replacement labels from American & Ohio Loco. Crane Co. Bucyrus, Ohio 1078048

---

**SECTION A-A**

LABELS MUST BE POSITIONED IN UPPER OUTSIDE QUADRANTS

**TYPICAL TUBULAR BOOM**

**SECTION A-A**

POSITION LABELS AS SHOWN

**TYPICAL ANGULAR BOOM**

**INNER SECTION**

**BOOM TIP**

**CENTER SECTION**

CENTER SECTION LABELS TO BE INSTALLED ON LOWER CHORDS CLOSE TO BOOM PINS

**OUTER BASE**

---
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